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Abstract
RNA interference (RNAi) is a convenient and useful gene suppression technology 
induced by small interfering RNA (siRNA) composed of 21-nucleotide long double-
stranded RNA. The successful application of RNAi for clinical use is expected for a long 
time. Although siRNA drug is categorized into a nucleic acid drug, it has a prominent 
advantage that genetic function can be suppressed by destroying mRNA at the posttran-
scriptional level without wounding genomic DNA. Nevertheless, unfortunately there 
are no siRNA certified as pharmaceuticals passing through clinical trials, since there are 
several problems, such as gene suppression efficiency, stability in blood stream, or other 
undesirable effects. Here, we describe the current status and future prospects for clinical 
application of the siRNA nucleic acid drug.
Keywords: RNA interference, siRNA, off-target effect, thermodynamic property, 
chemical modification
1. Introduction
In recent years, nucleic acid drugs have attracted attention as a next-generation medicine fol-
lowing low molecular weight drugs and antibody drugs. Research and development of these 
drugs for clinical application is advanced in major pharmaceutical companies, bio-ventures, 
or research institutions including universities. Nucleic acid drugs, such as DNA/RNA or their 
modified molecules, act directly on molecules causing diseases and regulate their functions by 
administering chemically synthesized nucleic acid to the body by local administration or sub-
cutaneous injection. Unlike the hitherto known gene therapy, the nucleic acid drugs directly 
act on the target molecules and relieve symptoms of the diseases without manipulating the 
genomes. Although the effects of various nucleic acid drugs, including antisense RNA, small 
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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interfering RNA (siRNA), aptamer, or decoy, are investigated in the clinical trials, only five 
examples including four antisense oligos and an aptamer are already approved. However, no 
siRNA drug is certified so far. In this manuscript, we outline the advantages, current status, 
and problems to be solved in the development of nucleic acid drugs, in particular, focusing 
on the development of siRNA drug.
2. RNA interference
RNA interference (RNAi) is a highly regulated, evolutionarily conserved mechanism of post-
transcriptional gene regulation. siRNA, consists of double-stranded RNA with 19 nucleotides 
in length with 2 nucleotides overhangs, is the intermediate utilized in this mechanism [1]. 
Figure 1. Mechanism of RNA interference. siRNA is the approximately 21-nt double-stranded RNA composed of 
the guide strand RNA and the passenger strand RNA. siRNA is incorporated into a protein complex called RISC 
and unwound into single-stranded RNAs. After unwinding, the guide strand is remained on the AGO protein, while 
the passenger strand is degraded. The mRNAs only with partial complementarities with the seed region of siRNA 
guide strand are off-target genes and are repressed by siRNA as a mechanism known to be “off-target effect.” the 
mRNA, which has a complete complementary sequence with the guide strand RNA, is cleaved by “RNAi” as an 
actual target.
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When siRNA is introduced into the cells, it is loaded onto the Argonaute (AGO) protein, 
which is a component of a protein complex called RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) 
[2, 3]. In the RISC, siRNA is unwound into single-stranded RNAs, and a functional RNA 
strand called the guide strand is remained in the RISC and the opposite passenger strand is 
degraded [4–8]. The activated guide strand RNA-containing RISC binds to the target tran-
script in a sequence-specific manner. The perfectly complementary target transcript is then 
cleaved between the 10th and 11th nucleotide relative to the 5′ end of the guide strand [2]. 
Thus, gene functions of mRNAs which have the complementary nucleotide sequences of the 
guide strand are suppressed (Figure 1) [9]. This elegant, endogenous process has been exten-
sively utilized in functional genomics studies and shows potential as a therapeutic platform 
[10]. However, although the clinical application of siRNA is expected for a long time, it has 
not been put into practical use due to some essential problems. For example, the difficult 
delivery system of siRNA to the target tissues: siRNA is easily degraded by RNA degradation 
enzymes when it is introduced into the blood, and it is extremely difficult to deliver siRNA to 
specific tissues. The other severe problem is off-target effects on messenger RNAs (mRNAs) 
other than the target gene (Figure 1). The siRNA often suppresses unintended mRNAs with 
partial complementarities in nucleotide sequences of the guide strand. The procedures to 
overcome such problems have been really expected. There is a new candidate method that 
has overcome the readily degradable property of RNA by enclosing them in lipid nanopar-
ticles (LNP). Although its clinical trial has reached to phase III, there is no example approved 
as a formal pharmaceutical so far.
3. Advantages for using RNAi technology for nucleic acid medicine
siRNA with complementary nucleotide sequence to the mRNA of target gene can be 
designed conveniently, if the nucleotide sequence of the target gene is known. In addition, 
since siRNA can be chemically synthesized, it is not necessary to undergo complicated man-
ufacturing processes, such as immunization of animals or cell culture like synthesis of anti-
body drugs. Furthermore, due to the complementary binding of siRNA to the target mRNA, 
its specificity has been considered to be very high, and siRNA can target molecules, such as 
mRNAs or other noncoding RNAs at the posttranscriptional level that could not be regulated 
by traditional drugs. These excellent characteristics are reasons to be expected as the future 
medicine.
4. Problems to be solved for application of siRNA to nucleic acid 
medicine
Although clinical trials of siRNA application are performed for a long time, there are no 
authorized siRNA as a clinical drug until now. The current status of the development in RNAi 
technology and the major problems for its clinical application are discussed in the following 
section.
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Figure 2. Sequence design algorithms for siRNAs with high RNAi effects. Three widely used siRNA sequence 
design rules; the Ui-Tei method (A), the Reynolds method (B), and the Amarzguioui method (C). Upper RNA 
strand indicates the passenger strand, and lower strand indicates the guide strand. The number under the guide 
strand indicates the nucleotide position measured from the 5′ end of the guide strand. Detailed algorithms are 
shown in main text.
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4.1. Sequence design of highly functional siRNA
The siRNA design is known to define the RNAi efficiency essentially because its effective-
ness is dependent on the base-pairing between siRNA and target mRNA. Basic studies so 
far revealed that the highly efficient RNAi can be induced by almost all siRNAs with any 
sequences in flies or nematodes, whereas RNAi efficiencies varied greatly depending on the 
sequences of siRNAs in mammals including human [11]. Among nucleic acid medicines, the 
nucleotide sequence of aptamer, which specifically acts on a target molecule successfully, is 
selected by an enormous screening experiment using an artificial nucleic acid library called 
systematic evolution of ligands by the exponential enrichment (SELEX) method. Such screen-
ing requires a great deal of labor and cost. However, the nucleotide sequences of functional 
siRNAs are designed systematically according to a few reliable algorithms, such as the Ui-Tei 
rule [11], Reynolds rule [12], or Amarzguioui rule [13] (Figure 2). The relationship between 
siRNA sequence and RNAi was determined by experimental analyses using 62 targets for 4 
exogenous and 2 endogenous genes in mammalian cells [11], or 180 siRNAs targeting mRNAs 
of 2 genes [12], or by the statistical analysis of 49 siRNAs verified by 34 siRNAs [13]. The algo-
rithm of each strategy for the selection of functional siRNA is as follows:
1. Ui-Tei rule
i. Nucleotide at the 5′ end of the guide strand is A or U.
ii. Nucleotide at the 5′ end of the passenger strand is preferably G or C.
iii. A and U are abundant in the region corresponding to the 5′ terminal one-third of the 
guide strand.
iv. It is better not to include a long GC stretch over the entire region.
2. Reynolds rule
i. The content of G and C is 30–5% over the entire region.
ii. At least three out of five nucleotides at the 3′ end of the passenger strand are prefer-
ably A or U.
iii. Possible inverted repeats that form hairpin structures are absent.
iv. The third nucleotide from the 5′ end of the passenger strand is A.
v. The 10th nucleotide from the 5‘end of the passenger strand is U.
vi. The 13th nucleotide from the 5‘end of the passenger strand is other than G.
vii. The 19th nucleotide from the 5‘end of the passenger strand is preferably A (other than 
G or C).
3. Amarzguioui rule
i. The nucleotide at the 5′ end of the passenger strand is G or C (other than U).
ii. A or U is preferable at the 5′ end of the guide strand.
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iii. The sixth nucleotide from the 5′ end of the passenger strand is A.
iv. The AU content of three nucleotides at the 5′ end of the passenger strand is relatively 
lower than that of the passenger strand.
The siRNAs with high RNAi effects can be conveniently designed using these three siRNA 
design algorithms. The application of these algorithms incorporating each of all criteria is 
shown to improve potent siRNA selection. However, among them, siRNAs designed by the 
Ui-Tei rule can suppress the target genes with the highest probability of 95% or more. About 
15% of all siRNAs complementary for human transcripts satisfy this algorithm, and such 
siRNA can be designed using siDirect 2.0 (Figure 3), which is an open access website [14, 15].
4.2. Avoid the adverse suppression effects on genes other than the target
The siRNA exerts its RNAi effect by binding to the target mRNA via complete complemen-
tarity of nucleotide sequence (Figure 1). However, its suppression effects are often observed 
on the genes, other than the target gene, with nucleotide sequences partially complementary 
to the siRNA. Such phenomenon is known to be “off-target effects,” which is an unintended 
adverse effect of RNAi [16–19]. Especially, the region called “seed” positioned at nucleo-
tides 2–8 from the 5′ terminus of the guide strand contributed to the off-target effects [18, 19] 
(Figure 4), since the seed region loaded on the Argonaute protein in quasi-helical structure 
and stably form base-pairings with the off-target mRNAs. To avoid such adverse effects, it is 
desirable to design siRNAs that do not interact with off-target mRNAs other than the target 
mRNA as much as possible. However, since the off-target effect by siRNA is induced by 
sequence complementarity of only seven nucleotides sequence in the seed region, it is impos-
sible to select siRNA sequence with no seven nucleotides complementarities with off-target 
genes. However, such off-target effect was not always observed. It was revealed that the seed-
dependent off-target effect is induced only when the base-pairing stability between the guide 
strand seed region and the off-target mRNA is strong (Figure 5). It means that the off-target 
effect is avoidable when the stability in the seed-target duplex is weak [19, 20]. The melting 
temperature of RNA–RNA duplex calculated by the nearest-neighbor procedure may be a 
useful parameter for evaluating the RNA–RNA duplex stability (Figure 5).
Thus, the sequence design of siRNA with high specificity for a target gene without off-target 
effect on the untargeted genes comes to be possible. First, such siRNA satisfies the functional 
siRNA selection rules, such as Ui-Tei rules. Second, it is preferable to have a lower thermo-
dynamic stability of base-pairing between the siRNA seed region and the target mRNA. The 
siRNAs simultaneously satisfying these two conditions are considered to show high RNAi 
effect and reduced off-target effect. However, only 3% of siRNAs, satisfying both conditions 
simultaneously, is selectable in human. This is relevant to the fact that it is impossible to select 
any siRNA sequences for about 5000 genes, one quarter of all human genes. Thus, this limita-
tion is inevitable for sequence design of human siRNA [15].
4.3. Reduction of off-target effects using chemical modifications
The off-target effect has been found to depend on the thermodynamic stability of the seed-target 
duplex, and such thermodynamic property is basically determined according to the nucleotide 
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sequence. However, the base-pairing stability can be modified by introducing chemical modi-
fications into siRNA. The chemical modifications, including DNA and unlocked nucleic acid 
(UNA), are known to decrease thermodynamic stabilities. In fact, introduction of DNA mole-
cules into siRNA seed region successfully reduced off-target effects [21, 22], since the DNA-RNA 
duplex in the seed region shows weak base-pairing stability compared to RNA-RNA duplex.
Figure 3. Highly efficient and target-specific siRNA design website: siDirect. (A) the first screen shot. “1” indicates the 
box to enter the accession number of target gene. When click “2,” you can get nucleotide sequence from GenBank. 
However, you can directly paste the nucleotide sequence (<10 kbp) in “3.” for design siRNA, click “4.” (B) the second 
screen “a” indicates the target positions. “B” indicates siRNA target sequences with links to the off-target lists. “C” 
indicates the functional siRNA design algorithms used for selection of the indicated siRNA. “D” shows homology search 
results against mRNAs. Numbers of hits with complete match (0), one mismatch, two mismatches, or three mismatches 
are shown. The number 1 in the 0(+) column usually indicates a complete match against intended target mRNA. “E” 
shows calculated tm to the siRNA seed region. An siRNA with lower seed tm value reduces off-target effects. “F” is a 
graphical view of designed siRNA. Off-target lists can be seen by click each siRNA. “G” indicates tab-delimited siRNA 
list. You can copy and paste the result into excel or text editors, etc. (C) List of off-target candidates for individual 
siRNA. “6” is siRNA information. “7” shows the alignment between each off-target candidate and each siRNA sequence, 
clarifying the mismatch positions. (D) Design strategy of guide and passenger strand RNA oligonucleotides based on 
siDirect result.
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In contract, the thermodynamic stability of RNA duplex with 2′-O-methyl (2′-OMe) or LNA is 
known to increase in the protein-free condition. However, we showed that these modifications 
also reduced the off-target effects [23]. The chemical modification often changes the nucleo-
tide conformation in addition to thermodynamic stability. In RNAi, the guide strand RNA 
is preloaded on the AGO protein via seed region and form duplex with target mRNA. The 
2′-OMe modification in all of the seven nucleotides of siRNA seed region does not disturb the 
preloading on the AGO protein, but the base-pairing formation with complementary RNA 
on the AGO protein is apparently disturbed by steric hindrance. As a result, siRNA with 
2′-OMe in the guide strand seed region shows weak off-target effect without reduction of 
RNAi effect [23]. LNA showed more strong effect in the interaction between siRNA and AGO 
protein or off-target mRNAs. The siRNA modified with LNAs in all of the seven nucleotides 
in the seed region cannot preload on AGO protein and it cannot base-pair with the comple-
mentary RNA. However, siRNA with LNA modifications in three nucleotides among seven 
Figure 4. Quantitative analysis of off-target mRNAs by microarray. (A) all of the expressed mRNAs were divided 
into 15 groups by the region of complementarities with siRNA. (B) Cumulative frequency curve of changes in the 
expression level of each gene group. When curve shifts to the left, the expression levels of these genes are suppressed. 
A gene group having a sequence complementary to the siRNA seed region (positions 2–8) in their 3′ UTRs was 
suppressed.
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can  preload on the AGO protein, but it cannot base-pair with the complementary RNA. Thus, 
siRNA with seven LNA modifications in the seed region has neither RNAi effect nor off-
target effect, but siRNA with three LNA modifications shows weak off-target effect without 
reduction of RNAi effect [23]. Thus, since the chemical modifications can regulate the binding 
capability of siRNA to the target mRNA depending on the thermodynamic and structural 
characteristics, the proper application of chemical modifications may be a useful strategy for 
selection of highly effective and off-target effect-reduced RNAi.
4.4. Increasing stability in blood and efficient transport to the target tissues or cells 
of siRNA
Nucleic acids are degraded by nucleolytic enzymes when they are released into blood. 
Fomivirsen is an oligonucleotide used as an antisense antiviral drug that was applied to the 
treatment of cytomegalovirus retinitis in patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
(AIDS). Pegaptanib is a pegylated antivascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) aptamer 
and used as an antiangiogenic medicine for the treatment of neovascular age-related macu-
lar degeneration (AMD). These nucleic acid drugs are treated by local administration into 
vitreous bodies. Mipomersen is the second antisense drug used for the treatment of homozy-
gous familial hypercholesterolemia and is administered through subcutaneous injection. The 
various chemical modifications were introduced into these nucleic acid drugs to increase the 
stability in the blood. Fomivirsen is involved in the first generation of antisense  therapeutics 
Figure 5. Correlation between thermodynamic stability (Tm value) in the seed-target duplex and off-target effect. 
siRNAs with low seed tm values in the seed region show low off-target effects, while siRNAs with high seed tm values 
showed high off-target effects.
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containing phosphorothioate linkages between bases to prevent nuclease digestion. Five 
2′-OMe modifications were introduced into mipomersen to allow the resistance to degrada-
tion by endonucleases and exonucleases maintaining high affinity and specificity to the target 
mRNA. Pegaptanib has both modifications of phosphorothioate and 2′-OMe. Incorporation 
of them greatly improved the aptamer half-life in urine and also improved binding affinity 
for VEGF. Since it has also reported that siRNAs with chemical modifications, such as 2′-OMe 
and 2′-fluoro (2′-F), are resistant to degradation by RNA degrading enzymes [24, 25], it is pos-
sible to use proper chemical modifications for each siRNA to enhance its stability in blood.
Furthermore, since the nucleic acid has anionic charge, the permeability of the cell membrane 
is low. Then, the development of drug delivery system (DDS) to transport nucleic acid drugs 
to target tissues or cells stably using lipid or collagen are also on going. Many trials are per-
formed using lipid nanoparticle (LNP) technology in which pharmacokinetics are indicated to 
be much better than a naked RNAi approach. Several types of nanoparticles, including LNP, 
N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) conjugates and dynamic polyconjugated (DPCs), are used 
clinically. The most successful DDS so far is lipid nanoparticle (LNP) developed by Tekmira. 
LNP, which forms a lipid bilayer membrane similar to the cell membrane, protects siRNA by 
encapsulation and assists the transport of siRNA to the target tissues. Alnylam has developed 
a therapeutic agent (ALN-TTR 02) for familial amyloid polyneuropathy by using this LNP, 
which is currently conducting phase III of clinical trials. In addition, the method for conjugation 
of atelocollagen and siRNA has also been developed. Atelocollagen makes siRNA less suscep-
tible to degradation by RNase enzymes, which results in a long-lasting RNA silencing effect.
4.5. Suppression of excessive immune response induced by introduction of 
exogenous nucleic acid
In general, nucleic acid medicine introduces a large amount of artificially synthesized nucleic 
acids into the body. However, the excessive autoimmune response is often induced by the exog-
enous introduction of nucleic acids. In mammals, it is well-known that the activation of virus 
sensor proteins, like Toll-like receptors (TLRs) [26, 27] and RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs) [28], or 
Protein kinase R (PKR) [29] induces interferon response. Interferon response may upregulate 
the production of inflammatory cytokines and can possibly cause systemic inflammation. It 
has been reported that LNA- or 2′-OMe-modified siRNA suppresses the activation of TLR 7/8 
and does not induce the excessive immune response without reducing RNAi activity [30, 31]. It 
was also reported that induction of interferon response was not observed even when a complex 
of atelocollagen and siRNA was introduced into the cells [32]. By revealing the detailed molec-
ular mechanism of the immune response by introduction of the exogenous nucleic acids, more 
appropriate chemical modifications to avoid such immune response should be developed.
5. Conclusion
RNAi is a field in which its clinical application is strongly expected, but its first wave for clinical 
application failed due to the difficulties in the initial stage. However, due to the improvement 
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of its delivery system and the sequence selection method, the new wave has come in 2012. 
Current clinical trials are applied to targets, including the eye, liver, cancer, blood, gastrointes-
tinal tract, dermis, and others, since it is relatively easy to deliver siRNA to these tissues with 
currently available nanoparticles [33].
Antibody drugs and low molecular weight drugs were widely used so far. They were syn-
thesized through complicated manufacturing processes, so that mass production at low cost 
was impossible. However, the nucleic acid drugs can be artificially synthesized by a simple 
manufacturing process. Then, once a production line is established, it can be synthesized 
inexpensively in large quantities. In addition, for antibody drugs and low molecular weight 
drugs, basic data from scratch are required every time when the target changes, but nucleic 
acid drugs such as siRNA drugs can be designed relatively easily by identifying the nucleo-
tide sequences of target genes. Thus, it is expected that the siRNA is a powerful candidate for 
nucleic acid therapeutics.
Genome editing techniques such as clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 
repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated proteins 9 (Cas9) system [34] and transcription activa-
tor-like effector nucleases (TALEN) [35] can directly modify the genomic DNA that causes 
disease. Although it is extremely attractive as a potential drug candidate in the future, there 
are many ethical issues to overcome when the edited genome is transmitted to the next 
generation. On the other hand, siRNA does not introduce the permanent modification in the 
genomic DNA and its action is transient, since siRNA knockdown the target mRNA. Then, 
CRISPR interfering (CRISPRi) system modified from the CRISPR/Cas9 system is developed. 
CRISPRi inhibit the gene expression without cleavage of genomic DNA by introducing 
mutations into DNA cleavage domains in Cas9 [36]. Such system may also promote the 
nucleic acid medicine.
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